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The phenomenal growth of the so-called evangelical churches across the length and breadth of our country is a matter of perplexity if not also of envy for many pastors and lay people. Evangelical ministerial associations rival those of the established churches in city after city; most of the TV evangelists who dominate the airwaves every Sunday morning are of this stamp; Billy Graham crusades in our country and across the world have given fundamentalism, now called evangelicalism, international recognition. Baptist, Alliance and Pentecostal churches, many of which have become large congregations, have sprung up in all parts of the nation. These and churches like them are attracting people to their fellowship, and, what is more, many of our lay people while they are still loyal to the Lutheran church are drawn to the evangelicalism of those churches. That being the case, it will not do to ignore this phenomenon in the hope that it will go away. The fact is that we have paid far too little attention to it. In general, we know less than we should about it or what it represents; whether or not it has influenced Lutheranism in our country, and to what degree, we know even less. In this article, the primary emphasis will be upon the earlier fundamentalist, rather than the more recent evangelicalist phase, without however separating the two too vigorously.

**Fundamentalism**

The fundamentalist movement was a movement of protest. Briefly, it was militantly anti-modernist Protestant evangelicalism. A significant number of pastors and layfolk in various Reformed church bodies in the northeastern United States rose
up in the early decades of this century to defend the faith in particular against the liberal theology which had made deep inroads into the life of their churches.\(^4\) They joined hands across denominational lines to form a theological common front against liberalism by calling for a return to orthodoxy while, at the same time, conducting a political struggle within each of their denominations for control of the positions of leadership, whether of ecclesial office, church boards or educational institutions.\(^5\)

It was also, in the words of Sydney E. Ahlström, a reaction to the profound social transformation which put the traditional content of preaching and teaching under severe stress. To these problems were added the intellectual difficulties provoked by scientific discoveries, religious scholarship and pervasive shifts in moral and religious attitudes. First, there was a set of specific problems that had to be faced separately: Darwin unquestionably became the nineteenth century’s Newton, and his theory of evolution through natural selection became the century’s cardinal idea. But the struggle over the new geology was a vital element in which new conceptions of time and space were absorbed. Historical research meanwhile posed very detailed questions about the Bible, the history of doctrine and other world religions. Accompanying these specific problems was a second and more general challenge: the use of positivistic naturalism, the cumulative result of modern methods for acquiring knowledge. In every discipline from physics to biblical criticism, myth and error were being dispelled. and the result of this activity was a worldview which raised problems of the most fundamental sort.\(^6\)

In this respect, the fundamentalists felt that liberal theologians were much too willing to change doctrine to suit the mood and spirit of the age, much too ready to accommodate the new secular world of learning. They wanted nothing to do with that sort of theology which, in the succinct words of H. Richard Niebuhr, presented a “God without wrath [who] brought men without sin into a kingdom without judgment through the ministrations of Christ without a cross”.\(^7\) To have the Christian faith reduced to an optimistic, humanistic belief in progress, and to have the truth and authority of the Bible discredited and profaned, that by all odds was far too much. It was simply not enough to believe in “the fatherhood of God, the brotherhood of man and the infinite value of the individual soul”\(^8\)—often taken as a motto of liberalism—nor enough to declare \textit{that} one
believed. One also had to know what was to be believed. The return to the fundamentals, the basic doctrines of the faith, was utterly essential.

But since the doctrines themselves were under attack, it was deemed to be necessary to show why they were true, how it was that they were authoritative for the faith. The fundamentalists hit upon the strategy of using the verbal theory of inspiration and the corollary notion of inerrancy to defend the Bible. God was the author of the Bible, and since God cannot err, the Bible had to be inerrant. In so doing, they also set the Bible over against the new secular ways of thinking, not just in the manner that those were being exhibited in the emerging sciences, but also in the fashion in which such ways were being displayed in the historical disciplines not to mention the various higher critical methods which were being applied to the Bible. In effect, the Bible was to be interpreted according to its own self-authenticating principles, which in turn also determined how the Bible, human beings and the world were to be understood. The Bible was unique, unlike any other book, no matter how sublime; profane hands were neither to trifle with it nor to challenge its authority. Neither impious presupposition nor godless methodology was to rule over the Bible, nor should they even in the humanities and the sciences.

The name “fundamentalist” to describe anyone ready to do battle royal for the fundamentals of the faith, to insist upon that irreducible minimum of belief without which one could not be Christian, appears to have been used first by Dr. C.C. Laws in his July, 1920, editorial in the Baptist Watchman-Examiner. While such eminent personalities as John Gresham Machen were unhappy with the designation, it stuck. That may have been due to the fact that, about a decade earlier, two laymen in the United States had provided the funding for a major publishing venture. Twelve booklets called The Fundamentals were sent, free of charge, “to every pastor, evangelist, missionary, theological professor, theological student, Sunday-School superintendent, YMCA and YWCA secretary, in the English-speaking world, so far as the addresses could be obtained”. Issued between 1909 and 1915, the total number distributed may have been as high as three million.

Had each contributor to this series published his article separately, the impact would probably have been negligible. Three
additional factors, however, made it significant: 1) the contributors by and large were well-known scholars; 2) the scope was international with scholars from the British Isles, Canada and the United States represented; and 3) the articles came from an ecumenical consortium drawn from Reformed churches. The general impression of this series was that it was of solid intellectual work, moderate in tone, convictionally supported and covered a broad range. "The conservative case was firmly and honorably made."\(^{14}\)

The first volume set a high standard. It contained seven papers, with the following titles: 1) "Virgin Birth of Christ" (J. Orr); 2) "The Deity of Christ" (B.B. Warfield); 3) "The Purpose of the Incarnation" (G.C. Morgan); 4) "The Personality and Deity of the Holy Spirit" (R.A. Torrey); 5) "The Proof of the Living God" (A.T. Pierson); 6) "The History of the Higher Criticism" (D. Hague) and 7) "A Personal Testimony" (H. Kelly). In general, *The Fundamentals* dealt with essays on fundamental doctrines and on apologetics attacking current biblical criticism and the emerging scientific theories. Articles on modern heresies, evangelism and world missions as well as personal testimonies rounded out the list.

These documents taken together with the works of people like C.W. Hodge, J.G. Machen and B.B. Warfield—to mention just three—if they did not originate the fundamentalist movement certainly gave it substance and credibility. Fundamentalism was not an anti-intellectual movement nor was it obscurantist.\(^{15}\) In its insistence upon the authority of the Bible and upon belief in such articles as the virgin birth, substitutionary atonement and the bodily resurrection of Christ, it was defending the historic faith of the Christian church.

The struggle to defeat liberalism in these churches whose origins derived from the Reformed wing of the Reformation, despite the untiring efforts of many concerned personalities, did not succeed. By 1929, the fundamentalists found themselves looking for a home.\(^{16}\) At least one created a new denomination; most allied themselves with smaller groups.\(^{17}\) But if the controversy died, the movement itself did not. Joel A. Carpenter has shown that fundamentalism consolidated its forces during the Depression. Bible schools, both existing and newly created, were enlisted to strengthen the movement.
Summer Bible conferences, radio broadcasting and foreign mission activity created interest and enthusiasm to promote the cause. By 1952 Russell Hitt was to claim that Chicago had become the evangelical capital of the United States, listing over one hundred agencies—missions boards, denominational offices, colleges, Bible institutes, seminaries, publishing concerns and youth organizations. Among schools, he mentioned Moody Bible Institute, North Park College, Trinity Seminary and Bible College, the Mennonite Bible Seminary, the Salvation Army Training College and Emmaus Bible College.18

Fundamentalism was not monolithic. It was a mosaic made up of clusters of denominations and institutions of differing ethnic and doctrinal backgrounds. It consisted of conservative, millenarian evangelicals, holiness movements, peace churches, southern-based conservatives and black evangelicals. Carpenter also includes the immigrant confessional churches such as the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod and the Christian Reformed Church in the list. Ahlstrom refers to radical adventists, dispensational millennialists, Presbyterians, holiness revivalists, Pentecostals and the Churches of Christ denomination.19 In effect fundamentalism had become a very complex ecumenical tradition. In 1941 Carl McIntire had founded the American Council of Churches, but many fundamentalists wanted a more constructive association. As a result, they established the National Association of Evangelicals in 1942. By 1956, when Carl Henry, formerly a professor of New Testament at Northern Baptist and Fuller seminaries, set up Christianity Today, a magazine which was to have a great future, the National Association of Evangelicals claimed support from communities numbering 1.5 million persons in total, with service connections to ten million more.

A disposition to disassociate the movement from the term “fundamentalism” had also arisen. The Scopes trial in Tennessee during the thirties had discredited it beyond repair.20 Carl Henry’s lectures on “Evangelical Responsibility in Contemporary Theology”, given at two schools in May and June, 1956, printed in abridged form in Christianity Today beginning with the June 10, 195721 issue, clearly show the shift which was occurring in the movement. A new generation, no longer satisfied with the old fundamentalism, whose shortcomings are meticulously recorded, was taking over. Evangelicalism—less
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divisive, more cooperative, faithful to the substance of the faith, adhering to plenary inspiration, more open to social issues—had arrived on the scene. With that came something of a change in attitude, one more ready to study the works of experts whether in biblical criticism, theology or science without surrendering to the presuppositions in them; it was critical of ecumenical agencies such as the World Council of Churches, not in principle but on clearly stated grounds, while supporting ecumenical cooperation within its own orbit.

The new generation propelled evangelicalism onto the international scene. Through the adroit use of television and/or state of the art techniques in evangelism, with solid financial operations and management skills, evangelicals have become the “third force” in American Christendom.

Canadian Lutheranism and Fundamentalism

It is important first of all to determine whether or not there are legislative documents in our history as Lutheran jurisdictions in Canada that have been influenced by fundamentalism. Such eminent historians as Sydney E. Ahlstrom and E. Clifford Nelson, while they assert that Lutheranism emerged largely unscathed from the fundamentalist controversy, concede that fundamentalism did influence the “Minneapolis Theses”, accepted by the former Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada until 1985. To this, one may add the “United Testimony of Faith and Life”. If Carpenter is right in listing the immigrant confessional churches such as the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod under the fundamentalist label, then the “Brief Statement” adopted by that church in 1932, re-affirmed in 1951 and again in the early 1970s, qualifies as such a document.

W.E. Mann tells us that Lutherans in Alberta were attracted to fundamentalism; this observation ought to be extended at least to the Prairies and Ontario. Research has not yet determined to what degree fundamentalist notions influenced our Bible institutes. One indication would be the use of tracts by fundamentalists and Lutheran groups, another the extensive employment of radio for religious programming. To what extent there was influence from such schools as that at Three Hills, Alberta, and similar institutions in south Saskatchewan has yet to be established. The impact of the
Aberhart-Manning phenomenon upon Lutheran circles has not been assessed but it is to be noted that Manning not only was heard by thousands through his radio program year after year, he also contributed an article to the journal *Christianity Today* which was read by Lutheran pastors. It is probable that the gospel hymn tradition in many of our churches stems in part from fundamentalist sources.

In this connection, mention should be made of the program Walter Maier made famous, *The Lutheran Hour*, a program originating in 1930, which in due course was carried in Canada, reaching a wide audience. Rudnick addresses the question whether Maier was a fundamentalist, and concluded that he deliberately shaped his message in order to win fundamentalists who needed, or might need, a new spiritual home. Rudnick goes on to say some Missouri Synod pastors may have been misled by this fact thus tending to become fundamentalist. In sum, while there was a friendly disposition toward fundamentalism, there was no cooperation. Carl Henry was to lament the fact that Lutherans were not willing to support the fundamentalist cause.

Deeper than influences of this sort upon our churches and institutions is the fact that many of our Lutherans shared with the fundamentalists the concern to defend the Bible. Nor was this an accident. The pastors who founded our churches in this country and the generations of pastors since have held virtually identical positions to those of the fundamentalists on the Bible and on inspiration, even on such doctrines as virgin birth, millenarianism, predestination, substitutionary atonement and physical resurrection. In the United States one Lutheran group with strong leanings to the Missouri Synod became so embittered in controversy with that Synod over such issues that they organized themselves as the Anti-Missourian Norwegian Lutherans. In addition, nearly all of our pastors were educated in repristination theology as presented by such teachers as Walther, Pieper, Reu and Rohnert, which theology, in turn, reproduced the theology of honored savants from the age of orthodoxy such as Hollaz, Chytraeus, Quenstedt, Hutterus and Gerhard. They also studied not only people like Walther and Pieper, but John R. Lavik's *The Bible is the Word of God: A Basic Issue Briefly Reviewed*. The Fundamentals were read, and items from them used for sermon illustration by
some Missouri Synod pastors, and one may infer that that was also true of pastors in other Lutheran church bodies. Rudnick is also able to show that people like P.E. Kretzmann and W.F. Arndt of the Missouri Synod, among others, were acquainted with, but not dependent upon, such fundamentalist authors as J.M. Gray, R.A. Torrey, J.G. Machen and M.G. Kyle. To this list one must add other fundamentalist authors such as B.B. Warfield.

In effect, repristination theology is the Lutheran version of fundamentalism. Both are positions of protest; both wish to defend orthodoxy; both are militant. Both want to defend the Bible from attack on the grounds that God is its author and that it is unique. Both are scholastic and determined to define what is to be believed. If fundamentalists appeal to “correct belief” as the benchmark of faith, repristinationists demand adherence to “pure doctrine”. Both are apologetic and polemical reactions to unacceptable theology. Neither is new, for both are reproductions of older doctrinal positions. The preference of both groups to be known as conservative not only has to do with a theological self-designation but also with a particular predisposition to culture. Both focus upon the individual and find social ethics, especially activist or advocacy ethics, very disturbing. When church bodies try to deal with such issues as abortion, feminism, homosexuality, divorce, the ordination of women or liberation theology, these groups are extremely uncomfortable with anything but traditional responses.

Another parallel between Lutheran groups in Canada and fundamentalism is also seen in the area of piety. The language of conversion is common currency between them. The use of personal testimony is a long, established practice. Evangelistic fervor marks the pietist tradition; it has had its awakenings; it has also had its evangelistic preachers and movements both within and outside of the Lutheran church. In foreign missions, which owes so much to pietism, the number of Lutheran missionaries, both clergy and lay, both under Lutheran auspices and independent of such, is significant. The use of the free service as opposed to that controlled by a liturgical agenda displays another parallel. A congregationalist perspective of the church which is not willing to concede much to the corporate church also characterizes much of Canadian Lutheranism and fundamentalism. The inculcation of very specific moral standards of personal behavior is meant to apply to church and
society. It is interesting, too, that two books of O. Hallesby, an influential Norwegian pietist were considered acceptable for publication in the fundamentalist Inter-Varsity Fellowship series.

It is more difficult to evaluate the relation of these groups to the secular world of the twentieth century. On the one hand, the evangelicals, including those of the Lutheran variety, are quite prepared to use the most advanced technology and business expertise to promote their own imperatives. On the other hand, it looks as if they wish to preserve, or better, to revitalize the golden age of a Christian past in a world which has already passed them by. The conflict with the secular world, with all of its scientific achievements, is not just a battle with a godless culture, it is also withdrawal from contact with a de-Christianized society. In effect two cultures, the one Christian and the other not, stand over against one another as two great solitudes, each less and less able to communicate with the other.

In the 1920s, the fundamentalists lost a battle and withdrew to lick their wounds, only, in more recent decades, to win various skirmishes. In the United States they have become a political force, a phenomenon which may come about in our country in the not too distant future.

Appraisal

Not too long ago, fundamentalism was considered a dead letter among pastors and theologians of the established churches. For many, it still is. For many others, it represents a poison pen letter spreading false news as if it were true. But for still as many others, it is a registered letter bringing the assurance of a faith for which the Bible is the absolute guarantee. For a lot of ordinary folk, fundamentalism provides certain answers in a very uncertain world. It proclaims absolute truths in a world bothered and besieged by relativities.

Nevertheless, as powerful as this tradition may be, it is not the only one in the field. Nor is it the only one that claims to be orthodox. There is another equally powerful stream in Canadian Lutheranism which would insist that it is essential to distinguish between Lutheran evangelicalism and evangelical Lutheranism. This is not just a matter of word order. Nor is
it a simple question of semantics. It has to do with a profound difference in the way theology is done and how it is to be applied. If the former begins with "The Bible says", the latter begins with "Christ says". 34

Lutheran evangelicalism is vulnerable. If the Bible is to be interpreted in such a way that any verse or text in it can be elevated to the level of doctrine which must be believed, then in principle it is possible to extend such statements almost at will to apply to any issue, religious or secular. It is just as obvious however that that tactic can be turned against those who use it. 35 But Lutheranism in general has not been persuaded that extra-confessional statements have become necessary or imperative since the Reformation. 36 It is convinced that it is more than sufficient to let the gospel of Jesus Christ be the hermeneutic of the Bible.

A German critic of ultra-conservative Lutherans accuses them of being "confessionally self-satisfied". 37 That is to say, such Lutheran evangelicals seem to find it utterly necessary to satisfy an unquenchable thirst for certitude in the faith, an irradicable need to anchor belief in an absolute authority, the infallibility and inerrancy of the Bible. The question is, what is it in the psychological makeup of such persons that accounts for such a need? It may be that the fear of having to surrender any item in their system of belief, whether from the quarter of secular science or of biblical criticism or of historical methodology, carries with it the inevitable collapse of everything in which they believe. Perhaps it may be the dread of a loss of convictional or confessional identity in such a case. Or is the explanation simpler, that evangelicals represent a position so strongly apologetic that belief itself has been shaped by the conviction that it must be defended above all. In the latter case, it would not be enough to have a personal belief in Christ as Savior; that would have to be buttressed by belief in an absolutely authoritative Bible.

In the light of what has been said, it is not at all surprising that evangelicals are biased against the ecumenical movement as represented in such agencies as the World Council of Churches. Professor Harold Floreen once remarked about extreme conservatives and pietists that "it really was a pity that they had deprived themselves of the right to speak to anyone but those of their own persuasion". This comment applies
with equal force to the evangelicals. While they are prepared to make common cause on matters of protest, and to cooperate with others in a variety of ways, as the National Association of Evangelicals demonstrates, they are not ready to commit themselves to more than that in the ecumenical arena. In that respect, they are separatists who oppose any entanglement in such consortia.

Conclusion

Fundamentalism has influenced Lutheranism in our country and it is a factor whose weight must be taken into account. More research and historical study of it are needed. But it is not the same thing as Lutheranism. One might perhaps more appropriately see Reformed fundamentalism as a tradition running parallel to what I have called Lutheran evangelicalism. At a variety of points, they share the same or similar concerns; at others, each goes its own way. Of those that they share, the issues of the doctrine of the Bible and of inspiration are preeminent; separation, unionism in Lutheran circles, is another.

That Lutheran evangelicalism has deep roots in Canadian soil is patent. It has held an honored position both among pastors and laity for decades. It represents a movement of protest against liberalism as well as rationalism and enthusiasm. It has strengths but it also has its points of vulnerability, not the least of which is the danger that it might well invite the very liberal reaction it wishes to avoid if it moves even further to the right on the theological spectrum than it already is.

Having said that, it must be recognized that only part of the story has been told. At least two additional articles are needed. One which would try to determine whether, and to what extent, Lutheranism is and has been an influence upon Reformed evangelicalism;38 that would have the effect of distinguishing Lutheranism from it. Another would look at both Lutheranism and evangelicalism in the context of pluralism and ecumenism.39 That would serve to clarify what has been called "the crisis of confessionalism".

The fundamentalists learned that polemics directed against each other, and to a degree even against opponents, were self-defeating. They also engaged in self-criticism and re-organized themselves as evangelicals in order to become a more constructive force. If fundamentalists were able to do that, the question
is whether Lutherans, who currently have other priorities on their agenda, will be willing to continue the inter-Lutheran dialogue, and even intra-Lutheran discussion, in that same sort of spirit. Among Lutherans the years of debate over church union have consumed a lot of energy, time and expense; they have taken their toll. But the struggle to come to a meeting of mind and heart even if interrupted at present should not be permanently discontinued. Lutheran unity in the interest of a Lutheran contribution to, and mission in, our country remains important.
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